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Assess priorities before creating
an estate transfer plan
As the ISA Membership and Policy Committee and the ICGA take
on lobbying Congress on behalf of the state’s row crop farmers,
these leaders need to hear from members about how proposed
federal tax and estate planning changes concern them.
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The Growing Climate Solutions Act received overwhelming
approval with a 92-8 vote in the U.S. Senate on June 24. The
proposal creates a certification program at USDA to help eliminate
entry barriers to farmer participation in carbon credit markets.
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‘Corn King’ Bob Nielson to retire
from Purdue Extension
Even though Purdue Extension’s “Corn King” Bob Nielson will hand
his scepter down as he phases out of his Extension Corn Specialist
position into 2022, many would agree that his contributions to
Indiana’s corn industry could be described as permanent.
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The new combine simulator is an interactive experience for visitors
to climb into a real combine cab and virtually harvest soybeans.
Visitors can also walk into the back of a combine to learn about
the engineering that goes into these farm implements.
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PRESIDENT’S REVIEW

ICGA: An active organization for active
members who care about agriculture
Mike
Beard
President
Indiana Corn Growers
Association

H

ello from rural Clinton County! This growing season
has been an interesting one. We had snow in May
after some crops were planted, and in recent
weeks we’ve had a little too much rain. Still, the corn crop
in Indiana appears to be progressing well, and I expect
Indiana farmers will deliver a good crop, as usual.
I’d like to give you an update about the Indiana Corn
Growers Association (ICGA). We’ve had a busy year, so far,
and we have a lot planned for the rest of the year.
The ICGA is an active organization made for and led
by active members who care about the future of Indiana
agriculture. Ted McKinney, who was the Under Secretary
of Agriculture for Trade and Foreign Agricultural Affairs in
President Trump’s administration, was a speaker at our
recent meeting. Your membership dollars invested in ICGA
helps us to advocate for policies that will help all Hoosier
farmers.
This year’s Indiana General Assembly was full of action.
Few farm issues received more attention than Senate
Bill 303, which was vetoed by Gov. Eric Holcomb. That
veto is a victory for Indiana corn farmers. Senate Bill 303
would have required fuel retailers to display an additional
warning label on pumps that dispense E15, which is a
fuel blend of 15 percent ethanol with 85 percent gasoline.
A special Indiana E15 label was unnecessary because
existing labels are already required.
After the General Assembly adopted this proposal, ICGA
members and staff appealed to Gov. Holcomb that this
new label would harm the state’s ethanol industry, which
is vital to Indiana’s economy. Gov. Holcomb agreed and
vetoed the bill. The state legislature could still override
the veto, and we’re keeping an eye on it.
But we’ve also got to keep our eyes on national
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politics, too. Recently many of us traveled to D.C. to talk
to Indiana’s senators and representatives in Congress.
Among our leading topics of discussion were carbon
credit markets and Sen. Mike Braun’s Growing Climate
Solutions Act.
President Biden has promised to run a “Green,”
environmentally friendly administration, and he’s
encouraging carbon credit markets. ICGA is working to
make sure that farmers are helped and not hurt by that
policy. Braun worked with ICGA and other farm groups to
develop the Growing Climate Solutions Act for more than
a year. The Growing Climate Solutions Act, which you can
read about in detail on page 14 of this magazine, would
create a USDA program to help farmers access carbon
credit markets.
The U.S. Senate provided overwhelming support, by a
92-8 vote on June 24, of the Growing Climate Solutions
Act. This is another victory for ICGA’s efforts and Indiana
farmers. The Growing Climate Solutions Act has broad
bipartisan support as it goes to the U.S. House of
Representatives for debate later this summer.
I can’t say enough about the hard work and dedication
of ICGA staff. Steve Howell, our Senior Director of Industry
Affairs, takes the lead on studying state and federal bills
and represents our position when talking to lawmakers.
Rachel Conner, our Industry Affairs Program Manager,
also keeps a close eye on potential legislation and helps
organize events such as our Ag Policy Summit later this
month and Shop Talk meetings with federal lawmakers
on Indiana farms. Macy Mead, our Industry Affairs Project
Manager, works to recruit new ICGA members. We have
won the National Corn Growers Association award for new
members three years in a row, and we’re looking to make
it four!
The Ag Policy Summit is July 27, and I’d like to invite
all of you to this free event at the Hendricks County
Fairgrounds in Danville, Ind. Steve Howell will lead a panel
discussion, and Purdue ag economist Dr. Jayson Lusk
and ISDA Director Bruce Kettler will speak. This is also a
valuable time to network with other Hoosier farmers.
If you’re not a member, yet, join us! Help us make a
difference for all Indiana farmers.

CHAIR’S REVIEW

Summer activities are starting
to look familiar again
Mike
Koehne
Chair
ISA Membership and
Policy Committee

H

ello from our Decatur County farm near
Greensburg, Ind.
County fairs, cutting hay, family get-togethers
. . . I think we’re emerging from the COVID-19 pandemic
into some familiar summer activities. People are eager, I
think, to see each other face-to-face again – and not on
a Zoom camera. As you’ll read later in this magazine, inperson events such as the Indiana State Fair and our own
Ag Policy Summit are making a comeback this summer.
The Ag Policy Summit will by July 27 at the Hendricks
County Fairgrounds in Danville, Ind. Sustainability
and New Trends in Agriculture is the theme for this
year’s Summit. Our featured speakers include ISDA
Director Bruce Kettler, Purdue University Professor of
Ag Economics Dr. Jayson Lusk, and Steve Howell, the
Director of Industry Affairs for ISA, ICGA and ICMC.
Kettler will talk about the state’s ag outlook and review
farm-related legislation that was debated in the Indiana
General Assembly earlier this year. Lusk is going to tell
us about Purdue research of new sustainable farming
techniques. And Howell will lead a discussion about how
potential state and federal laws may impact Hoosier
farmers. Of course there’s going to be much more to the
Summit than these talks. It’s also a good opportunity to
network and talk with other growers from around the
state. I find these informal discussions very valuable.
Did I mention that the Indiana State Fair is open for
visitors this year? To get ready for it, ISA is offering new
exhibits at its Glass Barn at the fairgrounds. The Glass
Barn has been a vehicle for soybean farmers to offer the
general public a transparent view of Indiana agriculture.
Through interactive exhibits and interviews with farmers,
children and parents learn more about where and how
their food is grown.
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Another interactive exhibit, the biggest, has been
added for this year’s state fair. A full-size combine
simulator will show state fair visitors how this
complicated harvesting machine works. To see more
about this, read the story starting on page 34.
In-person events have already been happening
for several weeks. This June, ISA’s Membership and
Policy Committee partnered with ICGA and agriculture
consulting and accounting firm K•COE ISOM for a series
of breakfast meetings around the state called Cup of
Joe with K•COE. These meetings focused on creating a
plan to pass your estate – or farm – from one generation
to the next. The meetings also talked about potential
changes to the federal tax codes that could impact
estate planning.
As the chair of ISA’s Membership and Policy
Committee, I’m happy that we’ve been able to offer
informative programs like these from K•COE ISOM.
To read more about this, see the story on page 11.
The membership dollars from farmers like you is
what allows us to fight for policies that will help all
farmers in Indiana.
Finally, on page 42 of this magazine, there’s a column
by ISDA Director Kettler regarding changes to the state’s
Grain Indemnity Fund by the Indiana General Assembly
earlier this year. The Grain Indemnity Fund protects
Indiana farmers from financial loss when a grain elevator
becomes insolvent. ISA worked to encourage state
lawmakers to strengthen and update the fund to further
protect farmers. The updates to this program are a
legislative victory for us from this year’s session.
The bottom line: We are a farmer-led organization
looking out for the best interests of farmers. My advice:
Get involved and make a difference.

unitedsoybean.org

INVESTING
IN NEW
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From promoting the profitability of using high-quality
soybean meal in India to training animal producers on
nutrition in Colombia, the soy checkoff is working behind the
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looking inside the bean, beyond the bushel and around the world to
keep preference for U.S. soy strong. And it’s helping make a valuable
impact for soybean farmers like you.
See more ways the soy checkoff is maximizing profit opportunities for
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Changes to the Federal Pesticide Applicator
Certification rule prompts states to make revisions
BY DAVE SCOTT
Pesticide Administrator, Office of Indiana State Chemist
Effective March 6, 2017,
U.S. EPA finalized federal rule
changes for the certification and
training of pesticide applicators.
These changes, which apply to
anyone who uses Restricted Use
Pesticides (RUPs), will require state
pesticide regulatory agencies to
make changes to state rules as
well. State requirements must
be equivalent or comparable to
federal requirements.
Like most other states, Indiana’s current certification and
training rules will require some adjustments to meet the
new federal standards. The state regulatory agency, the
Office of the Indiana State Chemist (OISC) and the state
pesticide policy board, the Indiana Pesticide Review Board
(IPRB) must address the following:
• Demonstrate state authority to assess civil and criminal
penalties for pesticide violations.
• Establish a minimum age for certified applicators.
• Require specialized certifications for people using
specific application methods (fumigation and aerial).
• Expand RUP sales and application recordkeeping
requirements.
The OISC and IPRB also must restrict purchase and
use of RUPs to only certified applicators or significantly
expand enforceable rules for supervision of noncertified
applicators to include the following:
• Detailed annual training for all noncertified applicators.
• Standards for trainers qualified to deliver the annual
training.
• Daily inspection of each piece of application
equipment and personal protective equipment.
• Site-specific and date-specific written instructions for
each application site.
• Record keeping for each of the supervision
requirements.
• Compliance inspection scheme by OISC for each of the
supervision requirements.
Fortunately, both the minimum age and the penalty
requirements have already been addressed in Indiana
through pesticide law amendments in 2020 and 2021. Last
year the law was changed to restrict certification to those
18 years of age and older.
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In the 2021 legislative session, the civil penalty provisions in
the law were amended to reflect the following:
• Penalty schedule for private applicators (farmers) and all
other regulated applicators or businesses have been made
the same.
• Escalating penalties for first, second and third violations
within a five-year period have been eliminated.
• The concept of higher penalties for violations involving
adverse effects, RUPs vs. General Use Pesticides (GUPs),
knowing vs. unknowing, intentional vs. unintentional, and
fraudulent acts have been incorporated.
• Written warning vs. $250 penalty for first minor violation has
been mandated.
• $500 and $1,000 penalties are reserved for more serious
violations.
• Up to 60 percent penalty mitigation provisions for $250 and
$500 penalties involving cooperation, corrective actions,
and victim compensation have been added.
• Misuse of a GUP with no adverse effect will result in warning or $250 penalty.
• Misuse of a GUP with an adverse effect will result in $500
penalty.
• Misuse of an RUP with no adverse effect will result in a
$500 penalty.
• Misuse of an RUP with an adverse effect will result in a
$1,000 penalty.
In summary, Indiana has a good start on making the state regulatory requirements comparable to the federal requirements,
but there is still more work to do. Currently, OISC is supporting
a proposal that will require all RUP users to be certified, rather
than creating a complex and detailed supervision rule.
This position is bolstered by recent EPA product registration
decisions that require RUPs such as dicamba, paraquat and
fumigants all be applied by certified applicators only, with no
provisions for supervision of noncertified applicators. This product registration trend for RUPs, coupled with the desire to allow
a much more flexible supervision rule for licensed commercial
users of GUPs, is driving the rulemaking drafting efforts at this
point.
The Indiana Pesticide Review Board will be deliberating this
and other pesticide rule revision proposals at their next meeting, scheduled for Aug. 10. Proposals, as they
are drafted will be posted with meeting materials at
www.oisc.purdue.edu/pesticide/iprb.html
Questions or comments prior to that meeting may be directed to IPRB Secretary Dave Scott at scottde@purdue.edu

This Year’s Theme:

Sustainability
and New Trends
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in Agriculture
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Premier sponsor Corteva will open the General Session with a presentation on its sustainability
initiatives. ISA and ICGA staff will review new state and federal policies and forecast future policies
with industry experts. Global intelligence firm AimPoint Research will present findings on an
trends study conducted in 2019 and 2020. Dr. Jayson Lusk will offer an update on Purdue research
in the sustainability sector and what it means to farmers.
Lunch will be provided, and there will be a short award ceremony during the luncheon. After the Ag
Policy Summit concludes, there will be a short networking time with refreshments.

Primary sponsor:

To register: www.indianasoybean.com/agpolicysummit
The Indiana Corn Growers Association will host its annual meeting at the fairgrounds after the Ag Policy Summit.
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Indiana soybean fields are full
of opportunity.
Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA) is the state soybean checkoff organization. ISA ensures there are
strong, viable markets for soybeans through the discovery and development of innovative new uses that
have major commercial value. Through partnerships with development companies, entrepreneurs and
universities, ISA’s new use innovation efforts have led to the creation of popular commercialized products,
including: soy candles, soy crayons and PoreShield™ concrete durability enhancer.

To learn more about Indiana soybean
checkoff investments, visit indianasoybean.com
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Farmers have many things to consider before making plans for their estate. Accounting firm K•COE ISOM offered several tips
during a series of meetings in June that were provided by the Indiana Corn Growers Association and the Indiana Soybean Alliance
Membership and Policy Committee.

Assess priorities before creating
an estate transfer plan
BY ANN HINCH
GREENFIELD, Ind. — Just as political administrations and
power cycle in Washington, D.C., so do proposals for funding
the services of federal government. As the Indiana Soybean
Alliance (ISA) Membership and Policy Committee and Indiana Corn Growers Association (ICGA) take on lobbying Congress on behalf of the state’s row crop farmers, the groups’
leaders need to hear from members about how proposed
federal tax and estate planning changes concern them.
In May, the Biden administration released its 2022 budget
along with “General Explanations of the Administration’s
Fiscal Year 2022 Revenue Proposals.” Commonly referred
to as the “Green Book,” this publication summarizes an
administration’s spending and funding proposals.
While it has no effect of law, leading food and agriculture
consulting and accounting firm K•COE ISOM explained the
Green Book’s details typically shape conversations concerning tax legislation in the U.S. House and Senate. On June 10,
representatives from K•COE – which has offices across the

country – spoke at an ISA/ICGA breakfast in Greenfield to
explain some of President Biden’s proposals with the potential to impact farm estate planning and taxation.

Estate tax proposals
One proposal is to change estate tax thresholds. K•COE
Principal Kevin Beasley said current law allows an individual
exemption of about $11.7 million for the transfer of property/
estate to heirs by gift or upon death – value above that level
is taxed at 40 percent upon transfer. Married couples can pair
their threshold and double the estate value to more than $23
million.
“Every administration wants to change the estate tax laws,”
he noted, adding this tax was created in 1916 in part to help
fund efforts in World War I; before then, it didn’t exist, despite
some of the nation’s founders wanting to institute estate tax in
the late 1700s to prevent the rise of an aristocratic class as in
Europe.
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of this publication, there was speculation
the Senate might try to pass both bills, with
the reconciliation bill filling in the projects
negotiated out of the bipartisan bill.
Beasley said rather than only lobbying
legislators to keep the $11.7 million
exemption – which, left alone, will sunset
in 2025 and drop to $5 million, indexed for
inflation to 2010 (this sunset was built into
the 2017 Republican legislation) – he thinks
farmers should focus on asking lawmakers
to enact provisions protecting the income
of farms and other small businesses.
And even if a farmer thinks their operation
including land, equipment and other
assets is not worth enough to be taxed
upon death, they should consider planning
for the long-term. Beasley’s experience
Farmers asked K•COE ISOM representatives Kevin Beasley, left, and Chris
has been that an active farm’s assets will
Pfannenstiel, right, about possible changes to federal tax laws that could affect
double, on average, every seven years.
their estate planning.
That, combined with the uncertainty of
how the estate tax exemption and taxes might be affected
In 1916, the individual exemption for estate tax was $50,000
with each change of political power, means farmers are
– this didn’t change until 1976, when it doubled. Within two
“better off doing any (will/trust estate) plan, than not doing
decades, it climbed to around $600,000. Under former Presanything. “It is not wealthy people who pay estate taxes,” he
ident George W. Bush in the early 2000s, Republicans began
pushing back on the estate tax, trying to repeal it. Beasley said said, adding they have financial and legal experts to help
them use loopholes. “It’s uneducated people.”
the Senate might have voted to do so in 2005, had Hurricane
Katrina not struck and required cleanup funding.
Transfer taxes and gifts
“There’s nothing easier than taxing dead rich people,” he
One proposal currently in the Senate, dubbed the Sensible
observed.
Taxation and Equity Promotion (STEP) Act, would tax any
In late 2017 Congress passed tax reform that doubled
gain of over $1 million upon death. Cosponsor Sen. Chris
the individual exemption from $5.5 million. Now, Biden and
Van Hollen (D-Md.) used the example that if someone dies
Congressional Democrats are talking about a reduction of
holding a fair market-valued $6 million in property for which
the individual exemption to $3.5 million, or $7 million per
they paid $4 million, the heirs would pay taxes on $1 million
married couple – the level it last was in 2009. Beasley said
of the stepped-up $2 million value – the legislation would
while Republican officeholders like to talk about repealing
exclude the first $1 million in value gain.
the estate tax altogether, it is not something they will likely
Van Hollen has stated the $1 million proposed exemption
do even when back in majority power.
is to ensure the legislation would only apply to wealthy
He thinks Democrats are likely to reduce the $11.7 million
families and “protect small family farms and businesses.” He
exemption effective Jan. 1, 2022 – though by how much is
said existing tax laws would also shield up to $500,000 for
unknown – and absent enough Republican support to pass
personal residences and assets held in retirement accounts
their measure in the Senate, may do so through budget
would not be subject to capital gains taxes. STEP would
reconciliation. Reconciliation is how the Senate passed the
allow heirs to pay the tax due over a 15-year period.
COVID-19 relief bill earlier this year with no Republican votes
Beasley called this proposal “scary” because it effectively
– it requires only a simple majority (including any needed
eliminates the estate tax exemption and removes the gift tax
tie-breaker from the vice president), rather than 60 votes.
exclusion, allowing a person to gift no more than $100,000
In late June, Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer
of their estate during their lifetime. Chris Pfannenstiel, anoth(D-N.Y.) announced Democrats were working on two simuler of K•COE’s principals, explained right now a person can
taneous infrastructure bills: A bipartisan compromise that
gift a total of up to their individual exemption of $11.7 million
needs 60 votes, including at least 10 Republican senators, in
in their lifetime – but if they gift under $15,000 per year per
order to pass to the House for its vote; and a Democrat recrecipient, that does not count against this lifetime exemption.
onciliation bill, which would only require the simple majority
Another proposal under consideration right now is to
50 Democrats and Independents plus a tie-breaker from
require
estate assets in trust to be reassessed every 21 years
Vice President Harris as president of the Senate. At the time
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and taxes paid on market-value gains as if the assets were
being sold. Right now, he said there is no such requirement.
How much of what is proposed will actually pass, and
what allowances might be carved out for farms, remain to
be seen, Beasley noted. “I have not talked to a Democrat
legislator who doesn’t realize there has to be an exemption
for small businesses,” he said, adding he does not think
Congress will allow the family farm to go by the wayside.
The question might become, what level of income or
assets constitutes a “small” business?
While only a small percentage of farm estates exceed the
current $11.7 million exemption, Pfannenstiel said all farm
owners can use financial and legal tools to set up an estate
plan that takes future growth into account and protects
their heirs years later. Further, Beasley believes Biden and
Democrats in Congress will make some changes to estate
and income/business taxes this year, and farmers would be
wise to prepare now.
“Get your estate planning done before they change these
rules,” he advised, explaining the holiday season at the end
of the calendar year is often a popular time for Congress to
pass fiscal legislation.
According to the National Law Review, Biden’s budget
proposal also includes raising the top federal tax rate from
37 to 39.6 percent on taxable income over $452,700 for
single filers and $509,300 for marrieds filing a joint tax return,
beginning with tax year 2022.
Too, it calls for increasing the corporate tax rate from 21 to
28 percent for C corporations. Pfannenstiel explained there
are some farms that still operate as C-corps, but most are
partnerships or limited liability corporations (LLCs).

Planning tools
One planning tool for farm estates is Section 1031 of the
Internal Revenue Code (IRC), which allows landowners to
use the proceeds from real estate sales to purchase new
land without paying taxes on the sale income. Pfannenstiel
said the Biden proposal is examining whether to eliminate
this loophole, which allows farmers opportunity to sell less
arable or desirable land and purchase better-quality or land
closer to their central farm without tax penalty.
IRC Section 179 is another useful tool that allows farmers
to immediately expense 100 percent of the cost of equipment and vehicles as tax deductions. He said the 100 percent allowance was enacted under the Trump administration
and is set to begin winding down in 2023 by 20 percent per
year. The Biden proposal does not include any changes.
Some general planning advice Beasley offered for farmers
wanting to bequeath the most to their heirs is to use legal
instruments to separate the land base of their holdings from
the farm operations. This can help keep the peace between
heirs who live off the farm and those who take over its dayto-day operations.
If a farm estate is valued over the exemption limit upon

death, Beasley said the IRS must audit that estate, which
takes an average of about two years. Having an estate plan in
place can help avoid this, as can making small gifts to heirs
during one’s lifetime and filing returns for this with the IRS.
He also emphasized while it is important to make out a will
for your heirs, estate planning also requires a funded trust.
Property willed without a trust may still end up in probate.
“If you don’t have some kind of a plan in place . . . you’re basically saying, ‘I’ll let judges and attorneys decide this,” he said.
“If you don’t have a plan, somebody will have a plan for you.”
Another tip for keeping family harmony is to make certain
your estate plan contains a buy/sell clause for each family
member, so that if one wants out at any time this can be
done without requiring the estate to be liquidated to pay
them their share of equity.
Pfannenstiel advises being clear with your heirs about how
you intend to turn over daily operations of the farm, and to
whom. He has seen situations in which an adult child helped
the parent farm for years, then left the farm for another job
or moved because they didn’t realize the parent intended to
turn over control at some point – or when.
“Make sure your descendants know you’ve done
something,” he said.
Whether you decide to consult with K•COE ISOM or not,
the firm does offer some free reading for planning purposes
on its website at www.kcoe.com/insights
If you prefer videos, you can visit www.kcoe.com/kcoeisom-video-center
And to read the Green Book proposals for funding
Biden’s American Jobs Plan and American Families Plan,
go to https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/131/GeneralExplanations-FY2022.pdf

K•COE ISOM representative Kevin Beasley talks to farmers
about estate planning and how potential federal tax code
changes might impact those plans.
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Sen. Mike Braun, center, discusses his Growing Climate Solutions Act in a meeting with ICGA President Mike Beard, far left, ISA
Board member Craig Williams, left, and ICGA Board member Mike Nichols and his wife, Debra. Sen. Braun’s legislation was
approved in the Senate by a 92-8 vote on June 24. The House will now consider the proposal.

ISA, ICGA tout U.S. Senate’s approval
of Growing Climate Solutions Act
BY DAVE BLOWER JR.

T

he Growing Climate Solutions Act received
overwhelming approval with a 92-8 vote Change
to DATE on the floor of the U.S. Senate on June
24. Also known as Senate Bill 1251 and sponsored by Sen.
Mike Braun (R-Ind.) and Sen. Debbie Stabenow (D-Mich.),
the proposal creates a certification program at USDA to
help eliminate entry barriers to farmer and landowner
participation in carbon credit markets. Earlier this month,
Braun spoke with Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA) and
Indiana Corn Growers Association (ICGA) members about
the benefits of his proposal.
“Market demand for carbon credits represents a
significant opportunity for Indiana farmers to improve their
annual income,” said Mike Beard, a Frankfort, Ind., farmer
and ICGA president, who attended that meeting with Sen.
Braun. “We are very happy with the Senate’s support of this
bill, and we encourage the U.S. House of Representatives
to take up the issue quickly and help farmers across the
country.”
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House Ag Committee members Rep. Abigail Spanberger
(D-Va.) and Don Bacon (R-Neb.) have introduced a
companion bill that eventually will be combined with the
Growing Climate Solutions Act.
“Farmers have always led the way on protecting our
environment, and the Growing Climate Solutions Act helps
them get paid for their sustainable practices through
voluntary carbon credit markets,” Sen. Braun said. “Hoosiers
and Americans want real-world solutions, and Growing
Climate Solutions is a bipartisan, common-sense, pro-jobs
win that farmers, industry leaders, and conservationists
can all support – all without growing our government or
our deficit.”
According to Braun’s bill, the new USDA program would
offer reliable information about carbon markets and access
to qualified technical assistance providers for farmers
and landowners. This bill establishes a Greenhouse Gas
Technical Assistance Provider and Third-Party Verifier
Certification Program in the USDA to provide transparency,

and difficult,” said Mike Koehne, a Greensburg, Ind., farmer
legitimacy and informal endorsement of third-party
and chair of the ISA’s Membership and Policy Committee.
verifiers and technical service providers that help farmers
“This legislation should make it easier for farmers and
and private landowners generate carbon credits through
landowners to participate and benefit from meeting
a variety of agriculture and forestry-related practices. The
market-based demands for carbon credits.”
USDA certification program will ensure these assistance
Sen. Braun first proposed the Growing Climate Solutions
providers have agriculture and forestry expertise, which is
Act more than a year ago. In a series of meetings with
lacking in the current marketplace.
Hoosier farmers and agricultural leaders, the proposal
Sen. Stabenow, who is the Chair of the U.S. Senate
has been modified to its
Committee on Agriculture,
present form.
Nutrition and Forestry, said
“Sen. Braun has worked
passage of the Growing
“Gaining access to carbon markets
with the Indiana Soybean
Climate Solutions Act will
is often confusing and difficult, This
Alliance and Hoosier
improve the environment
farmers to make sure
by encouraging more
legislation should make it easier for
that the Growing Climate
farmers and landowners
farmers and landowners to participate Solutions Act is agriculture
to enter the carbon credit
friendly,” said Phil Ramsey,
markets.
and benefit from meeting marketa Shelbyville, Ind. farmer
“Addressing the climate
based demands for carbon credits.”
and American Soybean
crisis is one of the most
Association Board member.
urgent challenges we
– Mike Koehne, ISA Membership
“This proposed law will
face and our farmers and
and Policy Committee chair
help farmers as they
foresters are an important
start to engage in carbon
part of the solution,”
markets and implement more environmentally friendly
Stabenow said. “The bipartisan Growing Climate Solutions
practices.”
Act is a win-win for farmers, our economy and for our
More than 175 organizations, including many farm
environment. Our bill is a perfect example of how we can
groups, supported the Growing Climate Solutions Act.
work across the aisle and find common ground to address
“Farmers at their core are businesspeople, but they are
a critical issue affecting all of us and our future.”
also conservationists, and they are also environmentalists,”
USDA will administer a new website, which will serve
said Lafayette, Ind., farmer Brent Bible. “Farmers want to
as a “one-stop shop” of information and resources for
do the right thing for their farms, their ranches, so that they
producers and foresters who are interested in participating
can sustain those operations, not just over their lifetime,
in carbon markets. Through the program, USDA will help
but over generations. This Act gives us the opportunity to
connect landowners to private sector actors who can
do those things and have some guidance and direction in
assist the landowners in implementing the protocols and
what practices are good for the environment, and there is
monetizing the climate value of their sustainable practices.
an economic benefit for doing those particular things.”
“Gaining access to carbon markets is often confusing

Rensselaer, Ind., farmer
Kendell Culp, who is also an
American Soybean Association
Board member and ISA Board
member, is interviewed by
an Indianapolis television
station on his support of Sen.
Mike Braun’s Growing Climate
Solutions Act.
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Emerging carbon credit markets could be a source of new income for Hoosier farmers; however, finding the right credits to
participate in will require many hours of study and analysis. In addition, government regulation of these markets could be on the
horizon.

Capturing a contract: What you need
to know about selling carbon
BY ANN HINCH
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — As the potential ramps up for
farmers to sell their conservation efforts into greenhouse
gas emissions credit markets, the path to do so is littered
with far more questions than answers.
Farmers don’t know how much carbon capture contracts
might supplement farm income. These are private-market
contracts that companies or middlemen offer growers to
capture and store carbon dioxide (CO2) in soil as a means
of offsetting the purchasing companies’ CO2 emissions.
As of now, there is no government mandate or oversight
of a carbon market, which means the impetus for buying
credits comes from an individual company’s decision to
participate, typically to appeal to consumers as “greener.”
The Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA) has added a section
to its website to provide guidance to farmers about
questions to pose when considering whether to sign a
carbon credit contract and to clarify terms of the industry.
The Ohio Soybean Council (OSC) and the Nebraska Corn
Growers Association earlier this year posted their own
webpages concerning such contracts.
The ISA webpage, which went live in late June, can be
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accessed at www.indianasoybean.com/corn-soybean-fieldguide-app/carbon-markets
Julia Brown, OSC communications and project
coordinator, said this March its board identified carbon
markets as an issue that will be relevant to farmers for the
foreseeable future. They realized there was not a onestop shop for OSC members to find answers about carbon
markets, so the staff did intensive research to pull the
information together.
“It just goes to show how important an aggregate website
like this is, because a farmer doesn’t have two weeks to
devote to looking all this up,” she pointed out. “The hard
part, too, is that these are all private companies, and they’re
all setting their own rules. There’s no regulation right now,
so we keep describing (the market) as ‘the Wild West.’”
That phrase comes up almost universally from any
advisor or expert on the topic. In a June webinar, Purdue
University assistant professors of agricultural economics
Dr. Nathanael Thompson and Dr. Carson Reeling discussed
carbon credit markets, and Reeling noted the concept
of an emissions trade market is nothing new. In 2003, the

Chicago Climate Exchange kicked off, but it closed in 2010
because permit prices were too low, and “it just never
really got going.”
The Regional Greenhouse Gas initiative, which has
been going for 12 years, is a mandatory trade market for
power plants in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states.
California began its own state cap-and-trade program
in 2013, which is mandatory for electric producers, large
industrial emitters and fuel distributors – about 450 entities
participate.

By the numbers
This new CO2 credit-buying program doesn’t have a
name, nor a central entity managing it. There are a handful
of brokerages that arrange contracts and sell the collected
credits to end users to offset their carbon emissions. There
are even some end users arranging their own contracts
with farmers.
Reeling said there has been
a “huge amount of movement”
within the last year in carbontrading efforts, and it is the
first time agriculture has been
included in a meaningful
way as a potential solution
to reducing emissions that
contribute to climate change.
Thompson explained this is
because some specific crop
Dr. Nathanael Thompson
practices such as reduced and
no-till and the planting of cover
crops have been scientifically proven to capture and store
CO2 in the soil.
Using the USDA’s carbon-capture calculator, COMETFarm at www.comet-farm.com, Thompson said he figured if
all cropland acreage in the United States were converted
to no-till (currently, a little over half – 202 million – are noor reduced-till), the average amount of atmospheric CO2
the soil could sequester would be about 123 million metric
tons per year.
He noted this is equivalent to 2 percent of all U.S. CO2
emissions. If all those acres could additionally be planted
in cover crops, that would sequester another 147 million
tons annually, or 3 percent of CO2 emissions. (A “unit” of
carbon trade is typically 1 metric ton of CO2.) In addition to
the potential for earnings, this raises three vital questions
for farmers considering contracts:
• How much CO2 can soil realistically hold?
• Can I collect more than one payment from the same
acre of conservation?
• Do I qualify for a carbon contract if I already use
conservation tillage or cover crop practices?

Thompson said there is an estimated cost of about $40
per acre to switch from till to no-till. A Purdue survey a
few years ago showed growers would need to be paid
$40-$80 per ton to offset the cost if they could sequester
0.5 to 1 ton per acre. In its research, Brown said the OSC
found contracts for as low as $9 and as high as $40, but
Thompson said most buyers are paying farmers $10-$20
per ton.

The life of the contract
Fulfilling a contract is not always as simple as storing the
CO2 for the life of a contract, which can vary from one year
to 20 years. To effectively reduce the effect of emissions
on climate, carbon needs to stay in soil – and some buyers
require some sort of permanence that extends beyond the
life of the contract.
Bayer, for example, has a 10-year contract that requires
the grower to continue storage
practices for another 10 years
beyond that. Gradable from
Farmers Business Network lets
five-year contracts with another
five-year commitment.
None of this compares to
carbon capture contracts in
Australia. Thompson said buyers
there tried to begin by requiring
a 100-year multigenerational
commitment, but when
Dr. Carson Reeling
they didn’t get the level of
participation desired, they began
offering farmers 25-year contracts at sharply reduced
payments.
Reeling said there is a finite amount of new CO2 the soil
can absorb. It’s like putting a cup with a tiny hole punched
in the bottom under a running faucet – it fills up easily at
first, but after a while there’s not much room for new water,
even with a small leak. Unless buyers find a way to pay
farmers for continued CO2 storage, even if there is a yield
benefit, how many will commit to permanent no-till or
cover crops?
Then there is the question of what happens when carbon
is released – for example, what if a grower needs to till for
weeds or compaction? What if a natural disaster tears it
up? “If you listen to some of these companies talk, they
will claim” a farmer doesn’t have to pay back the money,
Thompson said.
Instead, what he’s heard is the buyer will likely pause
payments and wait for the released carbon to be resequestered before resuming. Of course, the problem here
is if either the contract or other benefits (such as increased
yield) will pay enough to incentivize the farmer to resume
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Many farmers already practice environmentally friendly farming practices to maintain good soil health. The addition of carbon
credit markets could provide more income opportunities to farmers who follow certain techniques.

the carbon-capture practice in the absence of ongoing
payments.
“You have this lingering concern over, how long will the
demand from those credits from row crop agriculture be
sustainable?” he asked.

Only new adopters wanted?
One of the more controversial aspects of carbon
contracts is that they reward new adopters of no- or
reduced-till and cover crop practices. A farmer who has
been using these practices more than a few years, under
how contracts are currently structured, cannot parlay years
of stored carbon into a new payment.
Reeling explained the concept of “additionality,” which
means the end buyers want to pay for newly stored
carbon – to start reducing emissions now. They do not
want to finance what has been stored for 20 or 30 years.
He described the concept as “if we’re going to pay you to
do something, it’d better be something you weren’t already
going to do.”
A few buyers are willing to build a “lookback” of about
five years into contracts. Bayer, NORI and Land O’Lakes’
TruCarbon, for instance, include payments for carbon
sequestered a few years before the contract.
As to whether growers can collect a carbon credit
payment along with a USDA payment for the same
qualifying conservation practice – “We’ve told farmers,
‘That’s a question you need to ask, and you need to factor
this in from a financial perspective,’” Thompson explained.
It is not certain if a farmer can “double-dip” by stacking
such payments.
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Third-party sources
One of the many questions about selling carbon credits
involves measuring and verification. Brokers and buyers
are using third-party sources to estimate how much
carbon is being stored. The measurement, Reeling said, is
largely done based on biogeochemical modeling and not
physically sampling soil from each contracted farm.
He and Thompson noted a central regulatory authority
managed by the USDA or other federal agency would
have the power to standardize practices and verification
for carbon contracts and manage the market in a more
directed way – which may give more parties confidence to
participate.
On June 24, the U.S. Senate voted 92-8 to pass Senate
Bill 1251, the Growing Climate Solutions Act introduced
earlier this year by Sen. Mike Braun (R-Ind.). It is now
awaiting action in the House. The bill, Braun stated, would
set up a third-party certification process through USDA and
create an online resource for farmers looking to connect
with those experts and get more information about carbon
credit trading. It would also create an advisory council to
provide input to USDA and ensure the program works for
farmers. “Farmers have always led the way on protecting
our environment, and the Growing Climate Solutions Act
helps them get paid for their sustainable practices through
voluntary carbon credit markets,” he said.
The key here is the bill would establish a voluntary
credits market. Thompson said there would be no
requirement for industries to participate, but that could
change if Congress enacts a cap-and-trade or emissions

“bank” at some point, which would create a mandate to be
filled by industries that can sell credits. He compared it to
Congress enacting the ethanol-blending mandate in 2005.
Until that happens, farmers should continue to ask
questions and seek legal advice when thinking of entering
into a carbon contract. Indianapolis attorney Todd Janzen,
who is consulting on the setup of contracts for some
buyers, offered points to consider for farmers thinking of
selling credits:
• The shorter-term contract you can enter into initially,
the better for you, as it keeps your options open while
providing the opportunity to learn more. Thompson
agreed this would be good for the farmer who has
already been thinking of “dipping their toe” into trying
an approved sequestration practice anyway.
• Compare the options available – don’t just take the
first contract offer without shopping around. When
you sign a contract, you are attaching a legal use
to your farm. There are about 10 platforms/buyers
in business for carbon credits right now, but this
will likely grow. These include Bayer, CIBO, ESMC
(Ecosystem Services Market Consortium), Gradable,
Indigo, NORI, Soil and Water Outcomes Fund and
Truterra.
• Be sure you understand how data collected from your
farm will be used and who owns it. “Think of carbon
credits as a type of environmental cryptocurrency,”
Janzen writes about carbon credits on his law firm’s
website – you can read these entries by visiting the
“Janzen Ag Tech Blog” at www.aglaw.us/janzenaglaw

• How will land ownership change be handled? Janzen
said companies so far really haven’t addressed how
the remaining contract terms are to apply if the farmer
sells or bequeaths the land to someone else. Also,
Thompson noted since about half of U.S. farmland is
leased, a farmer who rents land to plant will need to
satisfy both the credits buyer and the landowner – if
the buyer even allows a contract on a leased field.
Thompson said there are other advantages to switching
practices to sequester carbon. Even absent a contract to
sell credits, reduced tilling and using cover crops have
proven to cut down on erosion, trap more organic matter
in the soil (which can increase crop yield) and preserve
nearby water quality.
He and Reeling advise if a farmer already uses
sequestering practices and can find a contract that will
“grandfather” some of those years invested – or is just
thinking of switching to such practices for other benefits
– selling carbon credits could be a good way to pick up
supplementary income from the farm.
At this point demand is more developed than supply, so
for most producers, adopting a “wait and see” approach to
learn more and watch if payments and technical support
for farmers will increase may be more desirable.
For now, “wait and see” puts a farmer in the solid
majority. This spring, the Purdue-CME Group Ag Economy
Barometer surveyed about 1,200 farmers across the U.S.
about their awareness of and participation in carbon
trading – of those, only slightly more than 1 percent had
signed a contract.

As the potential ramps up for farmers to sell their conservation efforts into greenhouse gas emissions credit markets, the path to
do so is littered with far more questions than answers.
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Carbon farming: U.S. Soy can play critical
role reducing greenhouse gas emissions
BY JULIE DEERING

S

“

owing seeds and reaping a harvest.” This
is the traditional view of farming, but
there’s so much more that farmers do.
“Sometimes people think agriculture is sort of
an old-fashioned business that doesn’t change
much,” said Jim Sutter, CEO of the U.S. Soybean Export
Council. “That couldn’t be further from the truth. There’s
always something new coming in agriculture.”
Carbon farming is one of those things. Programs are underway and being developed to incentivize those who are
not there yet, and reward those who are, for best practices to
sequester carbon dioxide in the soil. It’s recognizing agriculture’s ability to offset greenhouse gas emissions.
“Regenerative farming has the potential to store around 5
gigatons of carbon per year into the soil,” said Rabobank Executive Board Member Berry Marttin. “These are not production emissions. This is the sequestration of carbon that was
already emitted. That’s a service. Others have emitted the
CO2, and farmers are doing a service to capture it again.”
This was part of the conversation during a recent
Soy Suite, where Sutter spoke with Marttin on wideranging issues that probed evolving consumer demands,
environmental conditions, and the business landscape.
One of the questions that came up: why is it necessary to
have a system that incentivizes farmers for their efforts to
capture and reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
The agricultural community must increase production
to feed the growing global population on less land
and with fewer resources while remaining a part of the
climate solution. U.S. soybean farmers help contribute to
climate goals by using climate-smart agriculture to offset

greenhouse gas emissions.
“We have to go back to the basics,” said
Marttin. “In the Paris Climate Agreement
everybody suddenly woke up to food production. Actually, food production emits about a
quarter of all greenhouse gas emissions. If we want to feed
everybody sustainably, we need to tackle this, and we can.”
Marttin said six of the 12 gigatons of emissions (from food
production) are contributed by the conversion of land to new
uses. An additional six gigatons are from actual food production. Another two gigatons comprise food waste.
Sustainable agricultural practices include nutrient management, no-till or conservation tillage, the use of precision
or digital agriculture, integrated pest management, buffer
practices, and plant breeding innovation and biotechnology.
For farmers who adopt best practices to trap carbon,
Marttin said they should be paid for the service.
“From the options we have, the sequestration of carbon
to the land by no-tilling, crop rotation or other techniques,
agriculture is the cheapest,” said Marttin. “The next alternative is $300 to $400 per ton. Farmers can capture carbon for
$10-$50 per ton, and farmers should be paid for it.”
Marttin added that farmers can capture one to two tons of
carbon per acre annually, and cumulatively store 10-20 tons
of carbon.
This not only benefits the environment, but it also creates
new cash flow opportunities for farmers.
Rabobank recently pioneered a Carbon Bank to restore
soils, generate additional revenue for farmers and
enable corporations to invest in nature-based solutions
to decarbonize supply chains. Rabo Carbon Bank pilots

Sustainable agricultural practices include nutrient management, no-till or conservation tillage, the use of precision or digital
agriculture, integrated pest management, buffer practices, and plant breeding innovation and biotechnology.
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Jim Sutter, CEO of the U.S. Soybean Export Council, interviews Rabobank Executive Board Member Berry Marttin about why is it
necessary to have a system that incentivizes farmers for their efforts to capture and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

propositions that reduce emissions and remove carbon
from the atmosphere while providing an additional revenue
stream or other financial incentives for farmers.
The initiative connects farmers with organizations seeking
to meet net-zero commitments and offset unavoidable
emissions. Marttin said Rabobank is committed to making
a difference as a cooperative, customer-driven financier.
It aims to be a socially responsible bank, championing
customer issues that have a major impact on society.
“By changing some of our practices and thinking different
about farming, it’s very easy to get to net zero,” he added.
“We as an industry can actually be positive in relation to the
challenges we have as humanity on our planet. It’s about
changing habits.”

U.S. Soy supports independent, third-party efforts
to develop carbon sequestration incentives, as well as
continuous improvement in sustainable farming practices.
U.S. Soy is verified sustainable through the U.S. Soy
Sustainability Assurance Protocol (SSAP), a certified
aggregate approach audited by third parties that verifies
sustainable soybean production at a national scale. And by
the year 2025, U.S. soybean farmers aim to:
• Reduce land impact by 10 percent.
• Reduce soil erosion by an additional 25 percent.
• Increase energy efficiency by 10% of BTUs used per ton.
• Reduce total greenhouse gas emissions by 10 percent.
To learn more, go to www.ussoy.org/channel/
sustainability

WHEN PUSHING YIELDS,
IT PAYS TO BE FLEXIBLE.
Drive profitability and manage tough-to-control weeds with
the combined performance of Asgrow ® brand soybeans and
XtendFlex ® Technology – the industry’s first triple-stacked
soybean trait containing tolerance to dicamba, glyphosate
and glufosinate. Ask your dealer how much further you can
grow when Asgrow leads the way.
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XtendiMax® herbicide with VaporGrip® Technology is part of the Roundup Ready® Xtend Crop System, is a
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Paul and Jennie Hodgen post by their farm sign in rural Putnam County, Ind.

Central Indiana farmers keeps farm’s focus
on sustainability and succession
BY REGAN HERR

W

hat is the probability of meeting your spouse
in a college statistics class? Not very high, but
for Paul and Jennie Hodgen the odds were in

their favor.
After meeting at Oklahoma State University, in statistics
class, Jennie and Paul began their life together. They both
graduated from Oklahoma State with masters’ degrees, and
both pursued doctoral degrees at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Paul had a focus on agronomy and soil fertility
throughout his college career, and Jennie focused on food
science and meat science.
Upon graduation in Lincoln, Neb., and with higher education degrees in hand, they moved to St. Louis to begin their
careers. After both being in the research field for a few years
in their respective areas, they felt called to move back to
Paul’s family farm in central Indiana in 2012.
Today, the Hodgens raise corn, soybeans, wheat, commercial cattle and a few 4-H animals on their farm in
Putnam County. Through the years they have tried many
different environmental stewardship programs, and some
have stuck and some have not. Paul said keeping a long-
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term view on sustainability helps them stay on a conservation-minded path.
“We have adopted a lot of practices to reduce our impact
on the environment without sacrificing yield or profitability,”
Paul said. “Most of the practices and changes have helped
increase and stabilize our yields since we have a very diverse
climate in Indiana.”
Their farm uses no-till, strip-till and other tillage methods to
keep the soil covered, when possible. The Hodgens said they
don’t follow one specific practice. Since each field on their
farm is different, they cater to each field to its unique needs.
Their approach is an extended view toward sustainability, and
they focus on practices that both keep the soil healthy and
yields high.
Paul’s Advice? “Don’t be afraid to do something different,
trial and error is key.”

Planting cover crops
The Hodgen farm works cover crops into their sustainability plan and has been planting cover crops in many forms
for nearly 20 years. They keep their cover crops focused on

their fragile soil, and once the cover crop has grown, they will
move cattle to those cover cropped acres to graze. The cows
enjoy cereal rye and oats the most, but they also get to try
winter wheat. Letting the cattle graze on the cover crops has
been a large cost-savings benefit for the Hodgens.
Paul said their cover cropping efforts take time and patience. They have flown cover cops on, and it’s been successful and unsuccessful. The same goes with putting them
in the ground with a vertical tillage tool or a drill. “We’ve
applied cover crops in every imaginable form,” Paul said.
Their family farm consists of a few families that work on
and love the farm, so keeping it in good condition for the
next generation is important to them. Continually being as
safe as possible on their farm is also key. The Hodgens have
a grain bin protocol to protect themselves and their employees, and they also no longer put on anhydrous ammonia due
to safety hazards.
In the rolling hills of Putnam County, Paul and Jennie
realized that certain parts of their farm just work better as
pasture. So, they decided to increase the family’s beef cattle
operation. Currently, they raise commercial beef they will sell
at sale barns, and they have ramped up their freezer-beef
processing. With Jennie’s doctorate degree in meat science
– and that being one of her passions – they are committed to
producing high quality animals through genetics and selective breeding.

Educating consumers
When asked about the future of their farm Paul stated
that one of his biggest fears is that farmers and producers

The Hodgens stand by the covered bridge that crosses a creek
on their farm.

The Hodgens’ beef herd is an essential part of their farm.

will begin to lose technology resources due to a lack of
education with consumers. Jennie went on to say that there
is a huge lack of information about agriculture getting to the
consumer and consumers are constantly changing what they
want or what they think is sustainable.
“How everyone does sustainability is different because
each farm is different,” Jennie said.
The Hodgens realize that it is human nature for people
to be apprehensive about they don’t understand, but by
working together to educate consumers on agricultural technology available, farmers and industry partners can create
a stronger food system. With the right platform, Paul and
Jennie believe there is a possibility to change some consumers’ views.
Paul serves on the Indiana Corn Marketing Council’s board
of directors and is also a delegate for the U.S. Grains Council.
Paul has seen many projects come through the state’s corn
checkoff, like market development opportunities and ways
to beef up the livestock sector in Indiana. But, Paul said his
favorite part about being on the Council is seeing the projects
come to life and watching how checkoff dollars spent nationally and internationally are returned back to Indiana farmers.
Going forward Jennie wants to encourage farmers that
there is value in communicating with consumers, and there
is power in using data to do that. Paul wants anyone thinking
about sustainability to know that carbon credits could open
new doors, and he believes there is untapped potential for
agriculture in renewable energy resources in the future.
Paul and Jennie are both graduates of the Ag Leadership
Program. Additionally, Jennie is a participating member of the
following organizations: the U.S. Roundtable for Sustainable
Beef, the U.S. Meat Export Federation Board, the American
Meat Science Association and the U.S. Roundtable for Sustainable Poultry and Eggs.
Paul and Jennie have four children: Katie Jo, 11, Sidney, 9,
Carlee, 6, and Ryan, 4. They farm in Hendricks, Montgomery,
Parke, Putnam and Tippecanoe counties.
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Purdue Extension’s “Corn King” Bob Nielson will hand his scepter down as he phases out of his Extension Corn Specialist position
into 2022.

‘Corn King’ Bob Nielson to retire
from Purdue Extension
BY EMMA HOPKINS-O’BRIEN

E

ven though Purdue Extension’s “Corn King” Bob
Nielson will hand his scepter down as he phases out of
his Extension Corn Specialist position into 2022, many
would agree that his contributions to Indiana’s corn industry
could be described as permanent.
“I hope that over the course of these many years I have
helped corn farmers improve, not only their yields, but
also their profitability – It’s always been my primary goal
to provide education and information to growers that will
simply help them do a better job at farming,” Nielson said.
After earning his bachelor’s degree at the University of
Nebraska and his graduate degrees from the University of
Minnesota, Nielson started at Purdue in 1982. His statewide
responsibilities included applied field research, graduate
student training and Extension programming with an
emphasis on corn management practices.
Those duties remained largely unchanged during his 39
years on the job, but the methods by which he disseminated
corn and agronomic information to producers and others
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in the industry certainly did. In the mid-1990s, Nielson had
the foresight to use the Internet to connect corn farmers to
university professionals, corn research, educational materials
and each other by putting all these resources in one place –
his KingCorn website.
“As we all know today, the beauty of the web is that it
allows you to aggregate information from not just Purdue,
but all over the Midwest, so the appeal of that website is that
it provided people access to corn information from all over,”
he said.
Nielson made extensive use of the web as a
communication medium. The popular KingCorn website
was quite a unique endeavor at the time. The Chat ‘n Chew
Café – a page on KingCorn that became extremely popular
to growers and agronomy professionals – provided links to
timely agronomic newsletters from land-grant universities
throughout the Midwest, and links to educational events and
useful crop management references.
“Using that, what we were able to do educationally was

“Honestly, the thing I think I’ll miss most will be the opportunity to interact with
the people around the state of Indiana,” Nielson said. “It’s just been a great
opportunity to interact with some wonderful people. I feel that I’ve been fortunate
to serve the people, doing what I’ve done with corn production and education.”
phenomenal,” Nielson said. “I have always felt very fortunate
to essentially get in on the ground floor and develop this
website for corn, and it’s remained popular until I took it
down in WHAT YEAR?.”
In the mid-1980s, Nielson was one of the founders of
Purdue’s Crop Diagnostic Training and Research Center,
where researchers would provoke problem weeds,
conditions or insects in dedicated acres for the purpose of
teaching growers, Extension educators and others how to
identify and treat various crop conditions. At the time, such a
hands-on, interactive classroom devoted to agronomy was
truly one of a kind. As a collaborative project, the lab also
incorporates individuals from entomology, weed science
and plant pathology, and remains extremely successful
today.
“There were labs that emulated us in the following years,
but I believe we were the first to develop that kind of a
hands-on classroom setting. I’ve always really been proud
of being part of the founding fathers, as it were, of that

operation,” he added.
Nielson will retire completely at the end of 2022. In the
years to come he is looking forward to spending time with
friends and family, picking back up his genealogy hobby
and eventually traveling the country and globe with his wife,
Suzanne. Though he is looking forward to all this, there are
things he knows he will miss about being Purdue’s top-most
authority on corn. Namely, Nielson will miss visiting with
farmers and others in the ag industry, graduate students and
county Extension staff in Indiana and various other states.
“Honestly, the thing I think I’ll miss most will be the
opportunity to interact with the people around the state
of Indiana,” he said. “It’s just been a great opportunity to
interact with some wonderful people. I feel that I’ve been
fortunate to serve the people, doing what I’ve done with
corn production and education. It’s all made my job very
enjoyable and rewarding, and I just hope in return that I’ve
done some good for the corn industry in the state. It’s been
a fun ride.”

Nielson had the foresight to use the Internet to connect corn farmers to university professionals, corn research, educational materials
and each other by putting all these resources in one place – his KingCorn website.
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Quinn to join Purdue as new
Corn Extension Specialist
BY EMMA HOPKINS-O’BRIEN

T

“I worked for an applied research and Extension
his May was a big one for Purdue Extension’s
program at Michigan State within the first month of being
agronomy department as Bob “The Corn King”
on campus as an undergrad,” Quinn said. “Once I was
Nielson began phasing out more of his Extension
exposed to the research and Extension side of agriculture
Corn Specialist duties and phasing more of his life into
that is when I got hooked.”
retirement. Enter Daniel Quinn.
Agronomy and crop science is important to Quinn
On May 17, fresh out of his graduate studies, Quinn
because it is the key to improving cropping systems
began taking over some of the role from Nielson, his
management and ultimately overcoming new and
position officially titled Assistant Professor of Agronomy
continuing challenges for corn producers. He
and Extension Corn Specialist. His
also believes Extension is just as important
responsibilities include leading applied
as a means to translate research directly to
research and Extension programs in Corn
producers and maintain that connection for
Management Systems at Purdue and across
continued crop improvement.
Indiana.
“You can have all the precision tools
“I hope to use applied field research
and fancy equipment you want, but if you
and extension to help farmers continue to
don’t understand agronomy, then those
advance the overall production, profitability
technological advances are not going to be
and environmental performance of their
used to the best of their abilities,” Quinn said.
corn systems,” Quinn said.
As a researcher, Quinn is excited about
Quinn has studied agronomic
the
potential research he has ahead of him
management of crops throughout his
Daniel Quinn
to drive educational material and extension
education and has had the opportunity to
programming to help farmers further advance their
work heavily in Extension, carrying out applied research
operations.
and programming. Nielson, who was not involved in the
Quinn said he is looking forward to gaining a
hiring process but has visited with the new corn specialist,
wealth of knowledge while getting started working
said he believes Quinn’s heart is in the right place and he
with Indiana’s farmers, researchers and other ag
is suited for the job.
professionals. Having worked with Nielson as he
“During this whole interview process, I kept telling the
phases into retirement, Quinn knows he is stepping into
interviewers ‘I don’t care what the person’s experience
big shoes, and he plans to gain knowledge from the
is to certain degree, I want them to have a passion for
experience his colleagues and Purdue Agriculture has
Extension and for helping the corn growers in the state.’
already acquired.
And I think Dan has that,” Nielson said.
“My goals for my time at Purdue are to build and
Before earning his bachelor’s and master’s degrees at
continue a successful research and Extension program
Michigan State University and Ph.D. at the University of
that will start on the great foundation and reputation
Kentucky, Quinn grew up in Portland, Mich. Surrounded
that Purdue already has,” Quinn said. “I hope my
by farms, he developed a passion for agriculture. At the
program can be respected and looked to by farmers
time, he did not realize that the science of agriculture was
and industry professionals as a valuable resource for
a subject he could build a career upon. While earning his
improving corn management systems across the state
bachelor’s degree and participating in soil science and
and the Midwest.”
crop programs, Quinn began pursuing agronomy with
intensity.
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Try Cover Crops
Sign-up Open NOW!

Fall-planted cover crops are designed to keep roots in the ground throughout
winter, improving soil health and water filtration.

EVALUATE
COVER CROPS
THROUGH:

Trial participants will work with their INfield Advantage team to collect relevant
data points to analyze program outcomes.

Sign-up, receive a $200* sign-up incentive AND free trial
inputs, agronomic support AND real data to drive decisions.

Ready to sign up?
Scan the code !

soil
tests
tissue
samples
soil health
assessment

or visit infieldadvantage.org

With INfield Advantage, you have the chance to COLLECT on-farm data unique to you, UNDERSTAND more about
your current agronomic choices, OPTIMIZE decisions and BENEFIT — both your bottom line today, and your
legacy tomorrow. INfield advantage has a dual purpose: provide insights that drive beneficial practice changes
for Indiana farmers while positively impacting soil health and water quality.

*EQIP eligible participants only, limited spots available;
incentive provided upon completion of participation and data entry.

Funded with Indiana corn and soybean checkoff dollars.
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INfield Advantage enrollment open for
Indiana farmers to test drive cover crops

T

he Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA), in partnership
with the Indiana Corn Marketing Council (ICMC), the
Indiana Department of Agriculture (ISDA) and Truterra,
LLC, the sustainability business of Land
O’Lakes, Inc., one of America’s largest
farmer-owned cooperatives, announced
the opening of the enrollment period
through Aug. 6 for the INfield Advantage
program cover crop trials.
Participating in the INfield Advantage
program provides Indiana farmers with resources and tools to try cover crops on their
farms and evaluate the results before determining whether
to adopt the practice more broadly across their operations.
With new carbon market opportunities now emerging, the
INfield Advantage program also gives farmers the chance
to ready their farms for participation in these new markets at
little to no risk.
Farmers enrolled in the program will have access to the

Farmers enrolled in INfield Advantage will have access to
the Truterra Insights Engine sustainability tool to benchmark
current practices, and track progress and improvement over
time of the cover crop split-field trial. To be eligible for the cover
crop trial, farmers must be new to planting cover crops.
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Truterra Insights Engine sustainability tool to benchmark
current practices, and track progress and improvement
over time of the cover crop split-field trial. To be eligible for
the cover crop trial, farmers must be new to
planting cover crops. In this split field trial,
20 acres of cover crop seed will be provided,
and at least a 40-acre field is recommended. Farmers may also be eligible to receive
a $200 sign-up incentive upon enrollment.
More information about eligibility requirements and sign-up can be found online at
www.infieldadvantage.org
“The INfield Advantage program offers an exciting opportunity for farmers in Indiana to manage the economics
of adopting new conservation practices on their farm that
can improve their environmental footprint and their bottom
line,” said ISA Board Chair Matthew Chapman, a farmer from
Springport, Ind. “Making practice changes can be risky and
potentially expensive for farmers, so we want to equip them
with the tools and resources to try out these practices first
and have the data to know with confidence that implementing a practice change makes sense for their operation.”
Funding for the program is provided by a grant through
the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service and ISA
and ICMC checkoff dollars, which will cover all costs of farmer participation, including soil testing. The INfield Advantage
program has also partnered with two Indiana ag retailers,
Ceres Solutions and Premier Ag, who are part of the Truterra
network and use the Insights Engine to enable additional
agronomic and technical assistance to participating farmers.
“Partnerships are key for the INfield Advantage program,
and ISDA is proud to work with organizations focused on
assisting farmers as well as increasing soil health,” said Bruce
Kettler, Indiana State Department of Agriculture director.
“This program has come a long way in recent years and we
are excited about the new opportunities available for farmers and landowners who are interested in increasing conservation on their farm.”
The INfield Advantage program offers tillage and nitrogen use efficiency trials throughout the year in addition to
cover crops, all designed to help Indiana farmers test drive
practice changes for three of the largest indicators of a farm
operations’ greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
Getting set up and entering farm data in the Truterra™
Insights Engine will also help farmers better position themselves to access future revenue opportunities through
emerging ecosystem markets such as carbon. Truterra recently launched TruCarbon™, a transformational new carbon

Funding for this INfield Advantage cover crop split-field trial
is provided by a grant through the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service and ISA and ICMC checkoff dollars, which
will cover all costs of farmer participation, including soil testing.

program that will help farmers generate and sell carbon
credits to private sector buyers. Participating in future carbon
offers requires conservation practices such as planting cover
crops that sequester carbon and collecting specific data on
these practices, so participating in the INfield Advantage
program is a great way for farmers to be ready to participate
in these new markets as they become available.
“We’re thrilled to be a partner in this opportunity for
Indiana farmers that will help them consider new on-farm
conservation practices that could benefit the environment
and boost their bottom line,” said Mariah Murphy, Senior
Manager, Truterra, LLC Field Team. “Taking the long view,
we know that utilizing the Truterra™ Insights Engine in these
collaborative programs will help farmers be ready for future
markets – including carbon programs such as TruCarbon –
while addressing the risks inherent in any practice change.”
Truterra is a stewardship solutions provider, advancing and
connecting sustainability efforts throughout the food system
with scale – from farmers to ag retailers to partners such as
food companies. Truterra positions farmers for success by
providing them tools and resources to establish a stewardship baseline and track progress on every field they farm.
The Truterra network brings together the best in agricultural
technology and on-farm business management to drive
sustainability across the food system, feeding people, safeguarding the planet and supporting farmer livelihoods.
Truterra was launched in 2016 by Land O’Lakes, Inc.,
a member-owned cooperative that spans the spectrum
from agricultural production to consumer foods. To learn
more, visit www.truterraag.com. To learn more about INfield
Advantage visit www.infieldadvantage.com

ONE LESS THING
TO WORRY ABOUT.
Sudden death syndrome, stink bugs,
soybean cyst nematodes and many other
yield-robbing pests and diseases. It’s a
rough world out there, costing soybean
farmers billions of dollars every year.
Fortunately, your state soybean checkoff
is on the job with research projects to
develop effective traits and practices to get
back as much of your yield as possible.

soybeanresearchinfo.com

Funded by the soybean checkoff

SRIN 21_Indiana_half page ad.indd 2
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Funded with Indiana corn and soybean checkoff dollars.

Discovering ways to bring more
value back to your farm.
Thanks to your checkoff dollars, the Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA) and Indiana Corn
Marketing Council (ICMC) partner with top universities to fund research programs that
help improve conservation practices that benefit farmers while nurturing soil health
and water quality. Moreover, checkoff research investments help identify solutions to
environmental stressors such as weeds, pests, drought and soil-borne diseases. Most
notably, checkoff dollars helped to develop the automated plant phenotyping facility
at the Purdue Agronomy Center for Research and Education (ACRE). Inside the state-ofthe-art facility, researchers measure, analyze and observe various plant characteristics.
It’s just one of the many ways ISA and ICMC are invested in Indiana.

Visit incorn.org or indianasoybean.com to learn more.
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A new load of soy biodiesel is loaded into the tanks of a fueling station.

Fleet operators encouraged to use plantbased, sustainable solutions – like B20

S

oybean fields could hold the keys to a more
sustainable transportation system. By using fuel,
motor oils, hydraulic fluid, degreasers – even tires
– made from soybean oil, fleets can reduce petroleum
use, cut carbon footprints and improve worker safety. In
a webinar hosted by Greater Indiana Clean
Cities, the American Lung Association,
Indiana Soybean Alliance and the B20 Club
of Indiana in May, industry experts discussed
the benefits of soy-based products for fleets.
“These products are currently used
by large cities and small communities,
government agencies and private
corporations, national parks and city parks,
all to enhance their sustainability programs and raise the
level of environmental and employee health and safety,”
said Chris Case, biobased products use specialist with the
United Soybean Board. “Many communities are removing
a wide range of petroleum-based products from their
vehicles and substituting them with biobased.”
Greater Indiana Clean Cities (GICC) is a non-profit group
focused on advancing communities with education and

resources on alternative-fuel vehicles. GICC’s mission is
to advance alternative, domestic-fueled transportation
including energy-efficient technologies across all sectors
of Indiana. GICC works with public and private sector
members. Greater Indiana is a resource for members
integrating alternative fuels, technologies,
and efficiency measures. Learn more at
greaterindiana.com
The American Lung Association works
to save lives by improving lung health and
preventing lung disease through education,
advocacy and research. The Association’s
Department of Clean Air Initiatives is
dedicated to providing clean air for all through
its award-winning Clean Air Choice® program, which
focuses on touting alternative fuels and technologies.
Learn more at cleanairchoice.org
The B20 Club of Indiana is a collaboration between
the Indiana Soybean Alliance and the American Lung
Association that showcases exceptional green fleets with
experience using B20 or higher biodiesel blends in the
state of Indiana. Learn more at B20clubindiana.org
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standards but goes beyond them,” said Ronald Flowers,
biobased consultant to the United Soybean Board, and
president of RK Solutions LLC, a fleet management
company. “Biodiesel is a prime example of how the
industry meets or exceeds ASTM (American Society of the
International Association for Testing Materials) and other
standards without requiring equipment modifications.”

User experiences

A driver fills his delivery truck with B20, a combination of 20
percent soy biodiesel and 80 percent diesel fuel.

Why consider biobased products?
Here are benefits of using biobased products:
• Fewer harmful engine emissions. Biodiesel fuel made
from soybean oil and other renewable fats and oils
generates lower emissions of carbon dioxide and
particulate matter. “Microscopic airborne particulates
can lead to both short- and long-term health
problems when inhaled and trapped in lungs,” said
Bailey Arnold, senior manager of clean air initiatives
at American Lung Association. “Biodiesel is one of
the technologies we have available now to reduce
pollution and reduce carbon to combat climate
change and protect our health,” Arnold said.
• Less employee exposure. Petroleum-based lubricants, degreasers and cleaning supplies may expose
fleet maintenance workers to harmful chemicals or
fumes that could lead to headaches, skin rashes or
other ailments, according to Case. “Biobased products can provide workers with a safer environment
without sacrificing performance,” he said.
• Lower clean-up costs. Soy-based products such
as hydraulic fluids are biodegradable and easier
to mitigate than petroleum in the event of a spill or
release. “For water departments or marine-based
operations, this is especially important to protect
water resources,” Case said.

Performance equal or better
Fleet managers can expect performance of biobased
alternatives made from soy to be equal to or better than
comparable petroleum-based products.
“The biobased industry is doing everything it can to
ensure the quality of their products not only meets basic
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Tim Fitzgerald, director of fleet management at DC
Water in Washington, D.C., incorporates multiple soy-based
products into its fleet operations. These include biodiesel, as
well as two-cycle engine oil, pressure grease, all-purpose
degreasers, parts cleaners and high-performance lubricants.
“We’ve always looked for ways to have an environmental
advantage and to do things smarter and in a manner that is
not cost prohibitive for us as an enterprise,” Fitzgerald said.
“We have seen no fall off or degradation in performance
with biobased products.”
Scott Piszczor is the Midwest lubricants manager for Al
Warren Oil Co. in Hammond, Ind., which markets biodiesel
along with other fuels and lubricants. To ensure customers
have positive results with biodiesel, Piszczor and his team
follow best practices that include keeping fuel tanks clean,
stepping up gradually to higher biodiesel blends, and using
proper cold-flow additives to ensure efficient operation
during winter. Piszczor also highlighted Al Warren Oil and
sister company Altom Transport’s use of B20 biodiesel in
more than 300 vehicles.

Where to get help
Flowers encouraged fleet managers to test biobased
products and establish relationships with suppliers that
offer them. Resources are available to help fleets transition
to biodiesel and other biobased products, including grants
through the Diesel Emission Reduction Act.

Why should biodiesel matter
to farmers?
Indiana is a top 10 producer of biodiesel compared to
other states, and averages over 100 million gallons annually
according to a 2020 Indiana Soybean Biodiesel Report. The
report also noted biodiesel’s demand positively impacted
the price of soybeans. In fact, it accounts for an extra 13
percent in soybean farmers’ pockets. That’s good news
for farmer profitability and our local economy. In addition,
biodiesel has positively impacted the price of soybean
meal for U.S. soy’s biggest customers: the poultry and
livestock industries.
For more information on available resources, visit
greaterindiana.com, cleanairchoice.org, B20clubindiana.org
or soybiobased.org
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The Indiana State Fair plans for large crowds to return to this summer’s event.

New Glass Barn exhibit
will ‘combine’ learning
and fun at State Fair
BY SUSAN HAYHURST

C

“

elebrating the Hoosier Spirit,” the 2021 Indiana
State Fair theme, readily identifies with Indiana
farmers and agriculture organizations who make
it their daily priority to be innovative and forward-thinking.
“This year’s theme amplifies the programming in the
Indiana Soybean Alliance’s Glass Barn,” said Stephanie
DeCamp, director of education for the State Fair.
“Celebrating the Hoosier Spirit of the farmers who never
stop during times of adversity shows resilience and
commitment.”
The Glass Barn, opened in 2013, was built to educate
consumers about agriculture and modern farming
practices, according to DeCamp. “For more than 160 years,
the Indiana State Fair has existed to support and promote
Indiana agriculture,” she said. “Today, it is more important
than ever that we continue to work with our Ag partners
across the state to reach consumers with entertaining
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and engaging programming that teaches them about
agriculture and where their food comes from.”
The Indiana Soybean Alliance will have an increased
presence at this year’s fair to educate consumers about
the many uses of soybeans.
We’re excited to announce we have installed a combine
simulator for the 2021 Fair,” says Matt Keller, ISA Marketing
Outreach Manager. “This is an interactive experience for
visitors to climb into a real combine cab and virtually
harvest soybeans. Beyond the in-cab experience, visitors
will be able to walk into the back of a combine to learn
about the engineering that goes into these incredible farm
implements. They will also be able to see a timeline of ag
technology over the past century.”
The simulator is nearly 35 feet long and 20 feet tall.
“This has been an incredible undertaking and something
that will serve as the flagship exhibit in the Glass Barn for
many years to come,” said Elaine Gillis, a Delaware County
farmer, ISA board member and featured farmer in the

Glass Barn. “We recognize that only a small portion of
the visitors to the Barn have ever been up-close to a
combine, let alone have ever had the chance to ride
in one. Through this new installation, everyone
will have the opportunity to virtually operate a
combine and be immersed in this one-of-akind experience.”
Guests will be invited to climb up into the
custom-made simulator to see, hear and feel
how these massive machines help Hoosier
soybean farmers harvest their versatile crop
each fall. Outside of the cab, visitors will
be treated to even more
information about the
engineering that goes
into making these farm
implements work, a
history of ag innovation
over the past century, and
the versatility of soybeans and
all their uses beyond feed.
Along with the new combine
simulator inside the Glass Barn, soybeans
will have an increased presence at other places around
the fair this year. Such as:
• State Fair’s fleet of company vehicles will be
powered by a new soybean motor oil made by
Biosynthetic Technologies. Nearly 3 pounds of
soybeans is used in each quart of this oil.
• ISA has also been working with the State Fair food
vendors to incorporate high oleic soybean oil into
their deep fryers. For end-use customers, high
oleic soybeans offer higher-functioning soybean
oil with no trans-fat and less saturated fat that also
meets the needs of a growing number of food and
industrial customers.

This is an artist’s drawing of how the finished
combine display will appear in the Glass Barn.

• Soy biodiesel will once again power the Midway
rides and the tractor shuttles around the
fairgrounds.
• In a partnership with the Indiana FFA, SYNLawn
soybean turf will be used on the putt putt course
in the FFA Pavilion just a few doors down from the
Glass Barn. Around 15,000 consumers play putt putt
each year.
An additional, two new virtual experiences also will
be featured at this year’s fair, according to DeCamp.
“Machines of the Midway” takes students on rides at their

Above left, combine display visitors will see this video of a soybean harvest while piloting the virtual machine. Above right, a
computer screen will keep track of the harvest’s progress.
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seat discussing physics to biofuels. “The Science of
Deep-Fried Foods” provides students with a journey of
how ingredients work together to create iconic fair food
and where the ingredients come from, to the oil that
cooks deep fried foods. High Oleic soybean oil will be
the main star of that experience.
Sharing agriculture’s story is top priority for Indiana’s
farmers and ISA.
“We appreciate the fact that, as professionals in the
ag industry, we have a unique opportunity to share
the ag story with those who are unfamiliar,” Keller said.
“This is our chance to show our visitors why farming
is so important to all Hoosiers. It’s also a chance to
highlight the ways our farmers are good stewards of
the land, and the many innovative ways soybeans are
being used at home and abroad.”

How can farmers get involved in
ISA’s activities at the Fair this year?
Volunteer with us at the Glass Barn. This year, ISA needs
more than 100 volunteers to help visitors play the everpopular “BeanGo” game, climb into the combine, and
answer questions about Indiana agriculture during the Fair.
Volunteers working a 4-hour shift will receive a free t-shirt,
ticket to the Fair, and a meal coupon. If you are interested in
volunteering, reach out to glassbarn@indianasoybean.com
Send in your family photo to be featured in the Glass
Barn! ISA also wants to put a face to Indiana farm families
by featuring farming family photos in their informational
booth throughout the entire 18 days of the Indiana State
Fair. Just submit your family photos by July 27 to glassbarn@
indianasoybean.com

‘Don’t-miss’ experiences during the
2021 Indiana State Fair
BY SUSAN HAYHURST
While COVID-19 cancelled last year’s fair, be assured your favorite fair experiences are still available for the 2021 Indiana
State Fair. Here’s a brief sampling:
• GLASS BARN – Combine simulator and history of ag exhibit, , Beango, the PictureU photobooth, iCreate exhibit, the
uFarm game and the WeGrow Theater that features the popular farmer chats three times per day (11 a.m., 2 p.m. and 4
p.m.). During the farmer chats, visitors will get an opportunity to virtually visit Indiana farms and have a chance to win
$25 grocery gift cards and Indiana Dairy Bar milkshake coupons.
• LITTLE HANDS ON THE FARM, sponsored by the Indiana Corn Marketing Council. Indiana corn farmers and corn products will be featured at the ever-popular Little Hands on the Farm exhibit.
• FOREVER FOREST (Farm Bureau Building) – Indiana Hardwoods Experience provides augmented reality exercise
where students navigate a logger around a virtual forest and manage harvest of hardwood trees.
• INDIANA GROWN MARKETPLACE (Purdue Ag Hort Building) – Explore Indiana grown and created items.
• FOOD – No trip is complete without iconic fair food!
• PIONEER VILLAGE – Step into the past and see how agriculture has evolved.

I N D I A N A S TAT E FA I R H O U R S O F O P E R AT I O N
GATE ADMISSION HOURS

BUILDING AND EXHIBIT HOURS

Monday and Tuesday: Closed
Wednesday through Sunday: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Fair closes at 10 p.m. Wednesday and Sunday
Fair closes at 11 p.m. Thursday through Saturday
Gate admission tickets will not be sold or
accepted after the gates close.

Monday and Tuesday: Closed
Wednesday through Sunday: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Glass Barn Hours: 9 a.m. – 8 p.m.
4-H Exhibit Hall Hours: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Harvest Pavilion: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Hoosier Lottery Expo Hall: 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Hoosier Lottery Expo Hall (Aug. 22): 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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INDIANA’S

CORN
I ND USTRY

Together, the checkoff and farmers can
keep moving our state forward.
Indiana Corn Marketing Council (ICMC) is proud to partner with researchers and entrepreneurs to
develop new uses for corn. In the past, checkoff dollars helped fuel the development of ethanol – the
most groundbreaking use of corn to date. Today, we are looking for the next big thing and are actively
engaging with key industry stakeholder and leaders to scan the horizon for opportunities to bring forth
new markets within the industrial bio-material industry.
We are actively engaging with key industry stakeholders and leaders to scan the horizon for opportunities

to bring forth new markets within the industrial bio-material industry. We are all ears when it comes to
new opportunities to collaborate with you.

To learn more about Indiana corn
checkoff investments, visit Incorn.org
FundedFunded
with Indiana
corn checkoff
dollars.dollars.
with Indiana
corn checkoff
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Vats of sour mash corn ferment before
being made into whiskey.

The Indiana Corn Marketing Council (ICMC) is a sponsor for
the Heartland Whiskey Competition, July 22-23 in Louisville,
Ky., which includes multiple corn whiskey categories along
with a challenge for Indiana’s Best.

Indiana’s craft distilleries to compete
for title of Best State Whiskey

T

he Indiana Corn Marketing Council (ICMC) plans to
take part in the next Heartland Whiskey Competition,
July 22-23 in Louisville, Ky., where craft distillers from
across Indiana are invited to compete.
ICMC is a sponsor for the competition, which includes
multiple corn whiskey categories along with challenge for
Indiana’s Best. The American Craft Spirits Association (ACSA)
will oversee blind judging and determine state medalists,
category medalists and best of show.
“Finding new markets and uses for Indiana corn is the daily
goal for those of us involved in the state’s corn checkoff,”
said ICMC Board President Joshua Miller, a farmer from
Anderson, Ind. “While corn whiskey isn’t a new use for
Indiana corn, the spirits made from our grain is an emerging
market for our farmers. Corn has a variety of uses for U.S.
consumers. This competition is just one more way we can
highlight that versatility.”
This is the third successive Heartland Whiskey
Competition that state corn marketing associations
throughout America’s Heartland have come together to
sponsor. The biennial contest is sanctioned by the ACSA and
strictly limited to craft whiskeys that contain some amount of
corn as an ingredient.
Any U.S. craft distiller is eligible to enter a product for

judging in several categories. The most coveted awards
are “Best of State,” which are limited to only those 16 states
sponsored by their respective corn associations and “Best of
Show” – also limited to sponsor states.
“We are thrilled to once again work with the state corn
associations and support a competition that highlights small
distilleries in their individual states. This covers more than 90
percent of all U.S. craft distilleries,” said Margie A.S. Lehrman,
ACSA Chief Executive Officer. “Ours is a rapidly growing
industry that requires continual support, which corn growers
have so graciously provided these last several years. This
competition provides craft distilleries – many of which are
independent, family-run businesses – a unique opportunity
for visibility among consumers and distributors.”
Spirits competitions carry significant weight in the spirits
industry, as award medals are often the reason a consumer
purchases a product at a retail location. Indiana distillers
have performed well in previous Heartland Whiskey competitions, earning several coveted medals. Most craft distilleries
use corn mash sourced locally to make their product.
ACSA will select judges from accomplished mixologists
who have experience with craft spirits. The actual judging
will occur July 22 and 23 and winners will be announced in
early August.
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ISA seeks submission for Poreshield
Infrastructure Preservation Program
BY DAVE BLOWER JR.

S

tep on a crack and you’ll break
your mother’s back! This
childhood limerick has worried
mother-loving children for generations
as they walked on concrete. Moms
and kids no longer need to worry about accidental parental
paralysis. PoreShield is on the job!
PoreShield is a revolutionary concrete durability enhancer
that extends the service life of concrete, lasting five-tonine times longer than competing products. In a single
application, PoreShield delivers more than 10 years of
proven protection against water, salt and freeze/thaw
damage. Not only is PoreShield a high-performance solution,
it is also safe, sustainable, environmentally friendly and
easy to apply. PoreShield requires no personal protective
equipment to be worn while applying.
The Indiana Soybean Alliance (ISA) seeks more
opportunities to showcase Poreshield’s unique effectiveness.
ISA, in Partnership with United Soybean Board (USB) is
welcoming submissions for its second annual Infrastructure
Preservation Program. Why do soybean farmers care about
PoreShield? Because its key ingredient is soy methyl esterpolystyrene, which is derived from the soybean fields of
America. Applying Poreshield to 1 two-lane mile of bridge
deck uses 400 bushels of soybeans.
“Soybeans have always been a versatile crop that can
provide many, innovative products that help our society,
and PoreShield is another impressive product with tons

of potential,” said ISA Board Chair Matthew
Chapman, a farmer from Springport, Ind.
“From roads and bridges to driveways and
sidewalks, concrete is everywhere in our
lives. Extending the life and usefulness of
concrete by treating it with PoreShield, saves money for
consumers and creates new markets for soybean growers.”
Last year, 77 bridge decks totaling 330,000 square
feet within Indiana were treated as part of the inaugural
Infrastructure Preservation Program. “The program was a
great success, and we’re excited to bring it back this year to
demonstrate the long-lasting protection PoreShield offers to
all types of concrete infrastructure,” Chapman said.
In 2021, ISA is expanding the Poreshield Preservation
program to additional infrastructure projects that will benefit
from the moisture and ion protection, as well as the safe and
sustainable profile PoreShield offers. In conjunction with USB,
this year’s program will be open for use all across the United
States, allowing PoreShield to be applied all across the U.S.
Candidate projects. This could include but are not limited to
bridge decks, pavement, pavement joints, parking garages,
airport runways, hangers and terminals, seawalls, flood walls,
piers, dams, stadiums and other precast structures.
For more information about participating in the
Infrastructure Preservation Program, contact Tess Fennelly
at tfennelly@PoreShield.com.
For more information about PoreShield, visit
www.PoreShield.com

In a single application, PoreShield delivers more than 10 years of proven protection against water, salt and freeze/thaw damage.
Not only is PoreShield a high-performance solution, it is also safe, sustainable, environmentally friendly and easy to apply.
PoreShield requires no personal protective equipment to be worn while applying.
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Funded with Indiana corn and soybean checkoff dollars.

Moving our crops.
Growing Indiana’s economy.
A strong infrastructure supports a strong agriculture industry. That’s why ISA and
ICMC partner with the Rural Crossroads Advisory Council to bring together other rural
transportation stakeholders and provide information, conduct research and promote
rural infrastructure improvements.
To learn more about the importance of preserving Indiana’s rural infrastructure,
visit Indianasoybean.com or Incorn.org.
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Indiana Grain Buyers and Warehouse
Licensing Agency helps Hoosier farmers
BY BRUCE KETTLER, Director
Indiana State Department of Agriculture

A

s many of you know, House Enrolled Act 1483
passed during the 2021 Indiana Legislative Session
that may impact Indiana grain farmers. I want to
provide a brief reminder about our Indiana Grain Indemnity
Program, its laws, and discuss what farmers need to know
to continue to make their business a success.
The first thing I want to encourage producers to learn
more about is the Indiana Grain Indemnity Program. This
program is a separate entity from the Indiana Department of
Agriculture’s Indiana Grain Buyers and Warehouse Licensing
Agency. The agency’s role is to oversee the state’s roughly
220 licensed grain facilities, and the Indiana Grain Indemnity
Program’s role is to help protect farmers financially in the
event of a grain facility closure.
The indemnity fund was established to provide certain
protections to grain producers who deliver their grain to a
licensed grain buyer. In the event of a declared grain failure,
payments may be made to farmers to fulfill a portion of the
licensee’s grain obligations.
The law allows the indemnity fund to compensate farmers
at a minimum of 80 percent of what they were owed from a
licensed grain facility if a failure is declared. The 80 percent
level is dictated by state statute, not our agency. The money
available in this fund is made up of premiums that were
collected from farmers during designated collection years.
The last collection period ended in July of 2017, and the

ISDA Director Bruce Kettler tours an Indiana ethanol plant.

agency will not enter another collection period until the
fund drops below $25 million.
The biggest change that will affect farmers from the
recently passed legislation is that beginning on July 1, 2022,
deferred priced contracts must be priced within the crop
year the grain was delivered. A crop year is defined in state
law and is the same definition as the USDA crop year. For
corn, corn seed, soybeans and soybean seed a crop year is
defined as Sept. 1 through Aug. 31. Wheat and wheat seed
must be priced from June 1 to May 31.
Another thing I want to remind producers of is in the event
of a grain facility failure, your grain is only covered for the 15
months prior to the date of a failure at a licensed facility, per
Indiana statute.
As a final reminder, always know what you are signing
and save your scale tickets, contracts, and settlement
information. I encourage all Indiana grain producers to
continually learn about the indemnity fund and what
protection it offers to you and your business.
For more details on the Indemnity program or new law
changes please visit isda.in.gov/grain.htm
Speaking to both farm and non-farm audiences about
Indiana agriculture is an important part of ISDA Directory
Bruce Kettler’s work.
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When the world relies on
you for healthy food choices,
rely on SOYLEIC™
SOYLEIC™ is a non-GMO, high-oleic option for
today’s soybean farmers – and those they serve.
• Maturity Groups for Your Area
• No Yield Drag
• Added Value for Culinary and Livestock
Markets

That means the future of a healthier food
system isn’t manufactured – it’s grown.
See why soybean farmers are embracing
SOYLEIC™.

soyleic.com

Missouri

s

(573) 635-3819
734 S. Country Club Drive
Jefferson City, MO 65109
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AT THE HEART OF IT.
FOR SOME, IT’S ABOUT COMMUNITY. LIVING THE LIFE
YOU WERE MEANT TO LIVE. WHILE WE ALL MAY DO IT FOR
DIFFERENT REASONS, THERE IS ONE THING THAT UNITES US.
ONE THING THAT WILL NEVER CHANGE. AT THE HEART OF IT,
WE’RE ALL FARMERS.
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